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All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %
1 2588 3.4 1.3 5 67.3 99.9
2 2590 4.9 1.3 6 81.1 100
3 2590 5.3 2.4 10 52.8 100
4 2580 1.5 1.3 5 29.4 99.6
5 2576 2.3 1.3 6 38.9 99.5
6 2567 1.5 1 3 49.9 99.1
7 2334 2.2 1.7 4 54.9 90.1
8 2587 3.5 1.4 5 70.5 99.9
9 2578 3.8 1.9 6 63.8 99.5

10 2546 0.9 0.8 3 28.7 98.3
11 2568 4 2.3 9 44.8 99.2
12 2570 3.6 1.5 5 72.6 99.2
13 2581 2.9 0.8 4 73.5 99.7
14 2560 1.2 1.1 5 23 98.8
15 2523 4.1 2.2 7 59.2 97.4
16 2559 2 1.2 6 33 98.8
17 2547 6 2.3 11 54.3 98.3
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Sticky Note
Usually the question number

Sticky Note
The number of candidates attempting that question

Sticky Note
The mean score is calculated by adding up the individual candidate scores and dividing by the total number of candidates. If all candidates perform well on a particular item, the mean score will be close to the maximum mark. Conversely, if candidates as a whole perform poorly on the item there will be a large difference between the mean score and the maximum mark. A simple comparison of the mean marks will identify those items that contribute significantly to the overall performance of the candidates.However, because the maximum mark may not be the same for each item, a comparison of the means provides only a partial indication of candidate performance. Equal means does not necessarily imply equal performance. For questions with different maximum marks, the facility factor should be used to compare performance.

Sticky Note
The standard deviation measures the spread of the data about the mean score. The larger the standard deviation is, the more dispersed (or less consistent) the candidate performances are for that item. An increase in the standard deviation points to increased diversity amongst candidates, or to a more discriminating paper, as the marks are more dispersed about the centre. By contrast a decrease in the standard deviation would suggest more homogeneity amongst the candidates, or a less discriminating paper, as candidate marks are more clustered about the centre.

Sticky Note
This is the maximum mark for a particular question

Sticky Note
The facility factor for an item expresses the mean mark as a percentage of the maximum mark (Max. Mark) and is a measure of the accessibility of the item. If the mean mark obtained by candidates is close to the maximum mark, the facility factor will be close to 100 per cent and the item would be considered to be very accessible. If on the other hand the mean mark is low when compared with the maximum score, the facility factor will be small and the item considered less accessible to candidates.

Sticky Note
For each item the table shows the number (N) and percentage of candidates who attempted the question. When comparing items on this measure it is important to consider the order in which the items appear on the paper. If the total time available for a paper is limited, there is the possibility of some candidates running out of time. This may result in those items towards the end of the paper having a deflated figure on this measure. If the time allocated to the paper is not considered to be a significant factor, a low percentage may indicate issues of accessibility. Where candidates have a choice of question the statistics evidence candidate preferences, but will also be influenced by the teaching policy within centres.
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2. Information about a diving competition is stored on a computer system. Competitors are awarded

a mark out of 10 for each dive, for example 8.7 and each competitor must make six dives.

(c) Draw a diagram to show how the six dive scores for each of the competitors might sensibly 
be stored in a two-dimensional array. [2]
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Sticky Note
Q2c candidates must show one dimension of array with exactly six elements as question states six dive scores.MSMUST have 6 columns/rows to indicate number of divesMUST have at least two names/numbers on other dimensionOne mark for each dimension
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 (b) Checks will be applied to the data when the existing member details are entered into the 

new computerised system.

(i) One item of data that is validated is the total number of whole years that they have 
been a member. Describe a suitable validation check that could be carried out 
in this case. Give an example of invalid input data that would be detected by this 
check. [2]

(ii) One item of data that is verified is the member’s postcode. Describe a suitable 
verification check that could be carried out on the member’s postcode and 
describe how this check would detect input errors. [2]
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(i) 2 

(ii) 2 

3.

Sticky Note
Q3b(i)  validation check MUST be described with enough detail so that it is clear that the example of invalid data would be detected by the checkQ3b (ii) Verification check MUST describe the entered data being ‘compared’ and NOT just simply stating data is entered twice.  Second mark for explaining what happens if they do not match.one verification check that could be carried out on the postcode is by entering twice and compareORpost code is entered and compared to a stored list of valid postcodes – must have compared idea			This check will detect input errors as if they match post code is verified if no match then post code might contain input errors
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(i) 2 

 (ii) 2 

3.
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(i) 2 

 (ii) 0 

3.

Sticky Note
(i) 2 marks – even though the check is not named correctly, it is described correctly.(ii) 0 mark – no ‘compare’ idea.
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6. A section of a spreadsheet is shown below that should determine whether a person is an adult
or not.

 (a) Write a formula for cell C6 using the cell references from the spreadsheet to output YES 
if the person is 18 or older and NO if they are younger than 18. [2]

© WJEC CBAC Ltd.

A B C

1

2 Adult Age 18

3

4 Name Age Adult YES or NO

5

6 Harry Smith 17

7 Bethan Lloyd 19

8 Gary Chan 21
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Sticky Note
Q6(a)  Exact syntax not required.Condition had to include ‘greater than’ or ‘equal to’.1 mark as condition is strictly ‘greater than’ so 18 would output ‘NO’
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Sticky Note
Q6(a)  Exact syntax not required.Condition had to include ‘greater than’ or ‘equal to’.1 marks
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Sticky Note
Q6(a)  Exact syntax not required.Condition had to include ‘greater than’ or ‘equal to’.2 marks
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GCE COMPUTING - UNIT CG1 


Mark Scheme - Summer 2014 


Question Answer Mark 


2(a) Real  
Character (accept char) 
String 


1 
1 
1 


2(b) Record  1 


2(c) One mark for each correct dimension 


Competitor Name 
Bob Jane Fred 


Dive Num 1 8.3 9.4 8.9 … 
2 9.0 9.2 9.1 … 
3 7.5 9.6 8.6 … 
4 8.4 … … … 
5 7.9 
6 8.7 


MUST have 6 columns/rows to indicate number of dives 
MUST have at least two names/numbers on other dimension 


One mark for each dimension 


2 
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Question Answer Mark 


3(b)(i) The check must be described correctly with enough detail so that it is clear that 
the invalid data would be detected by the check described. 


One mark for check correctly named or described.  
One mark for an example of invalid data that the check described would detect. 


NOTE - Example of invalid data must follow check described 


Suitable checks Example of invalid data 


Presence check Nothing in box 


Range check to ensure data is between sensible 
limits for example 0 and 99 


12000, -23 


Type check to ensure that a data item is of a 
particular type; for example, all entries should be 
digits  


Bob or 160j 


1 
1 


3(b)(ii) one verification check that could be carried out on the postcode is by entering 
twice and compare 
OR 
post code is entered and compared to a stored list of valid postcodes – must 
have compared idea  


This check will detect input errors as if they match post code is verified if no 
match then post code might contain input errors 
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1 
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Question Answer Mark 


6(a) Formula similar to below 
=IF(B6>=$B$2,“YES”,“NO”)  IF B6>=B2 then “YES” else “NO” 
OR 
=IF(B6<B2,“NO”,“YES”) 
OR 
=IF(B2>B6,“NO”,“YES”)  must be strictly greater than 


One mark for use of ‘IF’ with correct condition 
One mark for correct output (Then and Else) 


2 
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